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Introduction
While formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) archival samples
possess great potential for understanding the differences of
gene expression between diseased and normal or baseline tissue
samples, the extraction of high quality DNA is often difficult and
suffers from low yields due to partially degraded and limited
genomic material.

Building on our established automation and applications expertise across the genomics workflow, we
describe an automated workflow partnering with Covaris®, Inc. to prepare NGS libraries from FFPE
tissues samples (Figure 1). In this application note, we demonstrate an automated, high-throughput
workflow that encompasses DNA extraction, purification, sample quality assessment, and subsequent
library preparation designed to minimize process variability, while increasing and standardizing yields for
next-generation sequencing (NGS) library preparation.
The increased efficiency resulting from this automated process, lowers the barrier towards implementation
implementation where increased sample throughput for NGS library preparation from input FFPE
samples is required.

Automated Sequence Ready Library
Preparation from FFPE Samples
PerkinElmer chemagic Technology and Covaris® FFPE
Extraction and Nucleic Acid Isolation
Active paraffin removal and tissue rehydration with Covaris® AFA™
technology. DNA is then isolated from solution with chemagen
magnetic bead-based technology.

Covaris® Focused-ultrasonicator for Mechanical Nucleic
Acid Shearing
Covaris® employs AFA™ technology for controlled shearing of nucleic acids.
Mechanical DNA shearing is isothermal; ensuring both unbiased
fragmentation and high recovery of double-stranded DNA. The samples
are processed in Covaris® microTUBE Plates or strips that are sealed by
slit-septa or aluminum foil.

PerkinElmer Automated Sample Analysis
The PerkinElmer LabChip® GX Touch delivers rapid electrophoresis
separation with assays for genomic DNA integrity analysis, DNA smear,
and DNA/ RNA fragment analysis.

PerkinElmer Automated NGS Library Preparation
PerkinElmer offers multiple Automated Workstations to match your
sequencing throughput. We have more than 50 automated NGS sample
preparation protocols, from the chemistries and sequencing platforms
that you rely on most.

For more information, please visit www.perkinelmer.com/genomics.
Products are for research/laboratory use only. Not intended for use in Diagnostic procedures.
Figure 1. An automated, high-throughput workflow for NGS library preparation from FFPE sample blocks.
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Figure 2. (A) 10 μm FFPE tissue section before (left side) and after (right side) AFA™ processing. (B) 2D barcoded 8 microTUBE Strip for batch processing of FFPE tissues on
Covaris® Focused-ultrasonicator.

Genomic DNA Extraction and Purification from FFPE
Sample Blocks
Formaldehyde fixation and the subsequent tissue dehydration
required for paraffin embedding of FFPE tissues complicates the
reproducible extraction of DNA in sufficient quantity and quality
for downstream NGS analysis.
Covaris® truXTRAC™ is a robust and efficient method for the
extraction of NGS-grade DNA and RNA from FFPE tissue based
on Covaris® Adaptive Focused Acoustics (AFA™) technology
(Figure 2 and 3). It utilizes a highly controlled focused acoustic
energy field for the effective removal of paraffin from FFPE
tissues. Importantly, the AFA™ process also promotes concomitant
rapid tissue rehydration, which facilitates subsequent tissue

digestion and cross-link reversal. The entire process is fully-automated
and carried out without the use of any organic solvents or heat.
After extraction, DNA is purified with a co-developed extraction kit
(truXTRAC™ FFPE DNA microTUBE Kit for chemagen Technology,
Covaris®, Inc.) optimized for the PerkinElmer chemagic Prepito
instrument to deliver automated isolation with superior DNA recovery
from FFPE tissue blocks (Figure 4). The combined workflow enables
extraction of DNA from up to 96 FFPE samples in four hours in a
96-well plate format, with only five minutes of hands-on-time.

Figure 4. PerkinElmer chemagic Prepito instrument for automated DNA isolation.

We examined three tissue types in this study: colon, lung, and
prostrate. FFPE tissue blocks were stored at 4°C upon delivery
from an independent distributor (BioServe Biotechnologies,
Ltd., Beltsville, MD, USA). Prior to sectioning, excess paraffin
was trimmed from tissue blocks. The blocks were sliced into
15 µm sections using a microtome. To assess recovery efficiency,
we compared our extraction kit to to an alternate method
(competitor Q). The manufacturer’s instructions were followed
for each kit. For truXTRAC™ FFPE DNA microTUBE Kit, option C
was followed without RNase digestion.
Figure 3. Covaris® ME220 Focused-ultrasonicator for FFPE DNA Extraction.
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Automated Sample Quantitation
DNA yields from the two extraction methods were compared.
The data was measured and normalized to the extracted FFPE
tissue mass for each of the three tissue types (Figure 5). For all
tissue types, truXTRAC™ FFPE DNA microTUBE Kit for chemagen
Technology yielded more DNA than Competitor Q.

Figure 6. LabChip GX Touch Instrument for high-throughput electrophoretic
separation providing high-sensitivity DNA/RNA analysis, DNA smear analysis,
and RNA and gDNA integrity.

Figure 5. DNA yields from two extraction methods. Shown is the average data from extraction normalized to FFPE sample mass for each of the three tissue types tested. Three
replicates tested per tissue type.

In addition to quantitation, all extracted samples were run
on the LabChip® GX Touch instrument (Figure 6) to assess
fragmented size distribution of the genomic DNA (gDNA). The
LabChip GX Touch delivers rapid electrophoretic separation
for high-sensitivity DNA/RNA analysis, DNA smear analysis,
and RNA and gDNA integrity analysis all on one platform.
The system replaces the multiple, manual steps of slab gel
electrophoresis. With NGS library construction, tight size
distribution of sheared DNA provides more reproducible and
unbiased libraries. The LabChip gDNA assay provides accurate
sizing capabilities from 50 – 40,000 bp. For this study, DNA
extracted from FFPE tissue was evaluated for quality and

integrity directly after the purification. FFPE DNA can often
be degraded after extraction; however, we show high quality
sample integrity with a mean size above 3 kb for colon
samples (Figure 7). Similar results were achieved with the
other tissue samples evaluated, data not shown.

Automated NGS Library Preparation
Following QC analysis, samples were selected from the truXTRAC™
FFPE DNA microTUBE Kit for chemagen Technology and sent
for sequence validation of the kit. The subset of samples were
placed on the JANUS® G3 NGS Express™ Workstation (Figure 10)
for automated NGS library preparation from the extracted and
purified DNA. For this study, we selected the Accel-Amplicon™ 56G
Oncology Panel (Swift Biosciences) as it offers comprehensive and
hotspot coverage of 56 oncology-related genes and represents a
realistic NGS library preparation scenario given our starting material.
This automated protocol has been verified on
the JANUS G3 platform.

Figure 7. Overlay electropherogram of colon samples (n=3) extracted using truXTRACTM FFPE DNA microTUBE Kit for chemagen Technology on the LabChip GX Touch. Peak at 0
kb is the lower marker.
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The JANUS G3 NGS Express Workstation uses an intuitive library-prep
interface for fragment library preparation, amplicon sequencing,
target capture and sample normalization. Easy-to-read status lights
provide run-time feedback, allowing a true walk-away experience.
Eliminate process bottlenecks with more than 20 automated library
prep sequencing methods available, allowing you to select from the
chemistries or sequencing platforms that you rely on most.

Sequence Validation of the Kit
The selected NGS prepared libraries were sequenced on a Miseq®
system (Illumina®, Inc.), 2 x 150 bp runs. As shown in Table 1, all
libraries yielded high-quality sequencing results; validating the use
of the presented automated workflow to generate sequence data
from traditionally difficult to isolate and often degraded DNA from
FFPE tissue cores.

Figure 8. PerkinElmer JANUS G3 NGS Express Workstation for automated benchtop
NGS Library preparation.
Table 1. Sequencing and Alignment results from 2 x 150 bp Miseq® runs on selected automated NGS library preparations of truXTRACTM FFPE for chemagen Technology
purified samples.

Sequencing Results
Index Reads
Tube Label
Number

Tissue Type

Yield (GB)

# of Reads
(Million)

% Reads
Q>=30

Mean Q Score

Percent Raw
Clusters (%)

Percent 0 MM
(%)

Percent 1 MM
(%)

Mean Coverage

2

Prostate

0.28

1.85

97.77

37.63

6.5

98.93

1.05

7330.83

3

Prostate

0.41

2.76

97.28

37.46

9.69

98.45

1.52

10640.57

5

Colon

0.21

1.43

97.62

37.54

5.01

98.31

1.59

5724.63

6

Colon

0.21

1.41

97.49

37.51

4.95

91.02

8.88

5521.3

10

Lung

0.24

1.62

97.15

37.36

5.69

98.57

1.41

6393.8

12

Lung

0.16

1.03

97.14

37.36

3.62

89.24

10.63

4074.07

Alignment Results
Number of Reads (Million)

Coverage

Tube Label
Number

Tissue Type

All

Mapped

Prop. Paired

Mean

Median

Percent Bases
>30 X (%)

2

Prostate

1.85

1.85

1.76

7331

500

100

3

Prostate

2.75

2.74

2.67

10641

500

100

5

Colon

1.43

1.42

1.36

5725

500

100

6

Colon

1.4

1.4

1.36

5521

500

100

10

Lung

1.62

1.62

1.56

6394

500

100

12

Lung

1.03

1.03

0.99

4074

500

100
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Conclusion

Ordering Information

The Covaris truXTRAC FFPE DNA kit used in conjunction with
PerkinElmer Prepito yields high-quality, NGS-grade DNA and RNA from
FFPE tissues. The automated process requires minimal hands-on-time
and can easily be integrated in typical NGS workflow applications.
™

®

truXTRAC™ FFPE DNA microTUBE Kit for chemagen Technology kit
PerkinElmer Prepito truXTRAC DNA FFPE Kit

CMG-2037

Covaris truXTRAC FFPA DNA microTUBE Kit

5020176

Overall, this complete workflow makes routine implementation
of increased throughput of FFPE samples for NGS library
preparation possible.

For research/laboratory only. Not for use in Diagnostic procedures.
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